Waste Disposal (Charges for Disposal of Construction Waste) Regulation

If you are main contractors, being awarded a contract with a value of HK$1,000,000 or above to undertake construction works,

**SHOULD** make an application to EPD within **21 days** after being awarded the contract to establish a billing account, otherwise it would be an offence.

Do I need to apply for a billing account if I am just conducting electrical and lift maintenance works?

Contractors of all construction works, including E&M or lift maintenance works **SHOULD** make an application to establish a billing account.

I just signed the contract and have not commenced the works yet. Should I wait and apply later until construction waste is generated?

**SHOULD NOT delay** application of billing account only because construction works have not been commenced.

Once the contract is signed, you **SHOULD NOT delay** application until all particulars of contract are available. Information such as construction works commencement date or completion date, etc can be provided later.

For more information, please direct your enquiries to 2872 1838 or visit the website: www.epd.gov.hk/epd/misc/cdm/index.htm